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AUTOMOTIVE HARNESSES

THE ART OF BEING SPECIALIST
Becoming a specialist is a decision: it means focusing on a specific set of competencies and continuously
updating them.
Becoming a specialist is an investment: it means that over the years you acquire a baggage of experience
and knowledge that gives you a deeper grasp of the inherent issues of each specific sector.
Becoming a specialist is about passion: it means nurturing a deep passion for your field and passing your
knowledge on in the simplest, clearest, safest way.
Becoming a specialist is an art form: it means finding the right balance between the weight of knowledge
and the buoyancy of enthusiasm.

LINE CARD AUTOMOTIVE HARNESSES

AUTOMOTIVE HARNESSES
Innovation
Traffic congestion, fine particle emissions, consumption of non-renewable energies, active and passive
safety are the key issues that are most often associated to the use of modern vehicles.
Today, technology offers innovative and efficient solutions for monitoring and managing consumption,
enhancing motor efficiency without affecting performance, which all contribute to reducing pollution.
Safety-wise, a growing range of sensors and automatic signaling systems help reduce the eventuality of
congesting and accidents.
In just a few years, Special-Ind’s specialized products for the automotive industry have allowed us to
become a reference partner for major manufacturers who greatly appreciate our level of expertise, our
passion for innovation and ability to collaborate with expert, reliable partners in sectors such as wiring, fluid
management systems, push and pull cables and electronic control units.
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PRODUCTS
Founded in 1886, Robert Bosch Gmbh is the world‘s
largest supplier in the automotive OE and offers you a
comprehensive program for numerous application areas.
Based on proven Bosch quality components the support
to costumers is assured by providing the ideal match for
their system, providing individual solutions and products for
every kind of Off-road vehicles and Industial applications.

Coroplast is a leading German manufacturer engaged in
the production of PVC and PP single coated adhesive tapes,
fleece and fabric covered tapes and abrasion-resistant tapes.
Also specializing in the ambit of electric cables, the company
has been active on the market since 1928, operating in the
automotive industry (its products have been tested by world
leading automobile companies) and other branches of industry.

ITW Switches is a manufacturer of high quality switch
products including sealed, snap-action, pushbutton
and slide switches since 1954. Designed, built, tested
and supported with an industry leading warranty
to provide consistent performance. ITW provides
switching solutions for OEMS in the Military, Aerospace,
Transportation and Industrial markets worldwide.

Electromechanical Solutions

Cables

Switches & Keyboards

Direct Current Electric Motors with and without gearbox

Shielded cables

Snap Action Switches

Special Cables (ABS, AIRBAG, GPS, GSM)

Sealed IP68 Switches

Tapes for automotive solutions

Anti Vandal Switches

PVC, cloth, velour and non-woven tapes for wire harnesses

Push Botton Switches

Relay
Automotive Relays

Connectors

Double-sided adhesive tapes, hole covering, die-cut parts

Automotive Connectors

Sensors
Automotive Sensors

www.bosch-ibusiness.com
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www.coroplast.de

www.itwswitches.com

PRODUCTS
Markel Corporation is a leading US company in the
production of extruded Teflon pipes for industrial, foodrelated and automotive applications. In addition, they
design and develop bi-component material solutions,
also by varying the compound to modify product
characteristics and satisfy their customers’ operational
needs.

Established in 1988, Neltron started as a small
electronic components trading firm in Taipei, Taiwan.
Today, Neltron has become a dedicated specialist in the
field of electronic connectors and tailored solution for
customized connectors with 30 years of experience.

NEWT, based in Lisbon, NH, is a Special and Custom Cable
manufacturing company with a rich history dating back
to 1898. On-site manufacturing processes include wire
drawing, plating, braiding, cabling, insulating, and extrusion
services. All of the proprietary equipment and tooling is
designed and built in-house in order to ensure the complete
control while also offering quick modifications when needed.

Tubings for Automotive Solutions

Connectors

Cables

PTFE tubing for automitive applications: push-pull cables
for clutch, brakes

Flat Clabe & IDC Connectors

Custom Designed Cables

Automotive Grade Connectors

EV High-Voltage cables

Board to Board and Board to Wire Connectors

Litz Wire

Circular connectors

Medical and Avionic Grade Cables

High temperature PTFE cables even UL approved
PTFE Tubing for fluid management
Noise dumper for power steering hoses

Multi-Conductor Cables
Hybrid Cables

www.markelcorporation.com

www.neltron.com.tw

www.newenglandwire.com

PRODUCTS
NOVELIS is one of the world’s primary producers of
laminated aluminium and a world leader in recycling
aluminium containers. An important component of
the international Aditya Birla Group, today it is entirely
controlled by the Indian company Hindalco Industries
Limited, the largest integrated Asian producer of aluminium
and a leading player in the copper business.

Founded in 1950 in Barcelona (Spain), Piher is a
specialist manufacturer of standard and custom
controls and sensor solutions, also specialized in
contactless technologies. Today part of the Amphenol
Group, Piher has outstanding track-record in electronic
components in automotive, off-road, industrial, and
appliance markets.

Relats is a leading multinational company in the production
of mechanical and thermal insulated sleevings, which has
been in business since 1957, operating in the automotive,
industrial, electrical, electronic, and aeronautical-aerospace
industries. Relats is the only European company to boast
an elevated number of UL- tested products (Underwriters
Laboratories) as well as to have passed IEC, DIN and BS tests.

Tubings for Automotive Solutions

Resistors and Potentiometers

Sleeves for Automotive solutions

Fiberglasses hoses with external aluminum foil and
stainless steel flexible hoses

Printed Circuit Resistors

Braided sleeves for mechanical and thermal protection self
extinguishing and flame resistan

Hoses in aluminum and paper multi layers for thermal
protection or flexible cables: gear shift, clutch, throttle, brake

Potentiometers 6-10-15mm

Sensors
Contactless sensors Through Hole and Shaft

Braided sleeves in Polyester, nylon and fiberglass for thermal and mechanical protection of cable harnesses, rubber
and metal hoses, temperatura range -60° to +1100°C UL224&UL1441 approvals
Braided sleeves for mechanical and thermal protection
available in different materials : polyester, halar, nomex,
fiberglass, silica

Sleeves for Avionic solutions
Braided sleeves for mechanical and thermal protection self
extinguishing and flame retardant EN6049 approved

www.novelis.com
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www.piher.net

www.relats.com

PRODUCTS
A German company founded in 2012, Semd is specialized in the
field of radio technology. It is a young and dynamic company
with a solid experience in the automotive, broadcasting and
medical sectors and has developed an innovative technology
for wireless technology control systems for testing the
presence of compounds. It is able to offer a complete and
functional solution, tailor-made to customer requirements.

Song Chuan is one of the major relay manufacturers in
the world with more than 45 years experience. The group
headquarter and corporate management are located
in Taiwan. Song Chuan vertical production processes
enables the development of state-of-art solutions.

Sensors

Relay

Wireless radio sensors for automatic cable harness testing.
Wireless radio sensors of test units are not only more
flexible but also more effective into PC-based networkrk
sensors and operate with conventional technology

General purpose Relays

www.semd-vug.com

Automotive Relays
High Power Relays, AC & DC

www.songchuan.com/en

SERVICES
In over 60 years of activity, our customers have always been at the centre of our attention.
Experience taught us that there is no such a concept of “the customer” but “the customers”, each ones having
their own specific needs and requirements. Our mission is to supply them with the best possible solution,
through a process of mutual understanding, technical consultancy, order and shipment planning, help in
identifying the most suitable technology and obtain product certification.

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT
• LOGISTICS
• SERVICES CERTIFICATIONS
• PROTOTYPING NETWORKS
• QUICK DELIVERY SERVICE FOR THE MIL & SPACE SECTORS
• FLOW TRACEABILITY
• 5 YEARS GUARANTEE FOR CERTAIN PRODUCTS
Find out more on
www.specialind.it/en/services
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MILAN (HEADQUARTER)
Piazza Spotorno, 3
20159 MILAN (ITALY)
AUTOMOTIVE HARNESSES

ELECTROMECHANICAL

MILITARY AND SPACE

SPECIAL PRODUCTS

EMBEDDED

MAGNETICS & POWER SUPPLY

POWER

RF E MICROWAVE

ph.
mail:
web:

+39 02.60.74.741
specialind@specialind.it
specialind.it

Local sales support:
Rome, Turin, Bologna, Belluno
and Florence

SPECIAL-IND INTERNATIONAL
CHINA (Shenzhen)
Branch Office in Shenzhen

FRANCE (Paris)
Branch Office in Gif sur Yvette

GERMANY (Hamburg)
Branch Office in Hamburg

GERMANY (Bremen)
Special-Ind Deutschland GmbH
Loetzener Strasse 3 D-28207
Bremen

SPAIN (Barcelona)
Ronda President Irla, 28, 1ª planta
08302 Mataró +34 93 548 24 24

